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Summary of Lompoc Unified School District Technology Needs
Network Needs
Increase COMCAST Internet service speed to a minimum of 1 Mbps per student for each
school site within the next 4 years.
▫ Elementary Schools
700 Mbps
▫ Middle Schools
1.0 Gbps
▫ High Schools
1.5 Gbps
Increase WAN & LANs to 10 Gbps within the next 4 years.
Phase in a secure wireless network for all campuses in two stages. First by spacing Access
Points (APs), one for every other classroom during the initial phase while wireless demands
are ramping up. Then secondly install additional APs in void spaces as demands arise when
additional devices access the network. This will help insure a more cost effective wireless
network installation and avoid AP density overkill.

Computer/Mobile Device Needs
The California Common Core State Standards (CCSS) dictate that 4 th, 5th, and 6th grade
students develop strong word processing skills. This drives the need for students to
primarily use systems equipped with keyboards as opposed to keyboardless tablets. We
believe tablets (such as I-Pads) might be better suited for K-2, some middle & high school
electives and research, reading or analysis situations. However, the CCSS indicate that
secondary students will have increased writing and presentation development demands
and familiarity with MS Office suite or Google Docs will be vital for skill maintenance and
further development of strong key boarding which are of paramount importance for college
and career readiness.
To achieve the best of both worlds LUSD is considering a keyboard equipped tablet. This is a
good compromise. We recommend purchasing a minimum 3 to 5 year “Complete Coverage
Warranty” due to the amount of student handling and still novel combination of
computer/tablet technologies.
We recommend the district begin planning and researching security and safety measures
for students to bring their own mobile devices (including Smart phones) and log onto the
school network.
Develop a computer upgrade and replacement plan. This should include a memory upgrade
plan (recommended at approximately 4 to 5 year mark) for those running at half the
maximum memory. This should in most cases extend the life span another 4 to 5 years for
most well-built computers.
We recommend developing a sound Technology Inventory, which provides data on
computers/tablets, projectors, document cameras, VHS/DVD players, and printers. This will
significantly reduce technology costs and help expedite maintenance operations.

Computer Accessories & Minimum Classroom Technology
We recommend the following minimum technology for every classroom:
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▫

A strong robust computer (secondary classrooms may require one classroom and one
teacher computer)
▫ Projector to clearly project computer image so entire class can easily see and participate.
▫ Document camera.
▫ A stand-alone VHS/DVD player (friendly enough for a substitute to use)
▫ Audio speakers.
▫ Easy print access (with individual or better, shared printers for elementary and building
printers for secondary)
▫ Campus single point bulk print access (used for print jobs larger than 10 pages and color
printing)
We recommend that within 4 years every classroom be phased in to support Wi-Fi for 1:1
broadband Internet access in accordance with the president Obama’s ConnectED initiative.

Formative Assessment Technology Tools
We recommend that LUSD assign a search team with the task of finding and pilot testing a
suitable formative assessment technology tool.
The assessment tool should be capable of quantitatively assessing student English essay
writing based on teacher and administrator developed rubrics for formative and benchmark
assessments.
The assessment tool should be able to seamlessly work with Q/Zangle or other gradebook
program chosen for district wide use and future choice of a LMS.

Learning Management System (LMS)
It is recommended that the district assign a search team with the task of finding and pilot
testing a Learning Management Systems (LMS) that will integrate several technology
programs necessary for smooth implementation of the CCSS, such as the following:
▫ Web based file storage and management for student and teacher access from both school
and home.
▫ Safe peer to peer student collaboration plus teacher and parent collaborative options
▫ Formative assessment and gradebook coordinated integration and management.

Technology Challenges for 2015 CAASSP
It is recommended that the district exploit the flexibility of wireless mobile computer labs for
testing during the 2015 CAASSP. These mobile computer labs need to be used to raise the
number of available labs to the following numbers:
▫ Elementary schools - Minimum of 3 computer labs with any combination of mobile and
fixed lab arrangements.
▫ Middle schools - Minimum of 6 computer labs with any combination of mobile and fixed
computer lab arrangements.
▫ High schools - Minimum of 4 labs with any combination of mobile and fixed computer lab
arrangements.
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Increasing number of computer labs will help increase student access to technology and thus
help fulfill CCSS mandates. Also, it will reduce number of weeks dedicated to CAASSP testing.

Professional Development
The Director of ITS should work closely with the Assistant Superintendent of Educational
Services to develop suitable technology PD.
If scheduled group-training sessions are missed by faculty and staff, PD 360 should be
utilized for self-directed training.
We recommend that dedicated technology coaches be assigned to help teachers implement
technology standards in an integrated approach within all content areas.
Trainings should include a feedback assessment with immediate results that provide input
on learning gaps, so follow-up training using PD 360 can be conducted and if needed, one
on one tech coaching to help insure success.

Suggested Rollout Sequence & Timing
Summer & Fall 2014:
▫ Deploy minimum classroom technology (computer, projector, document camera,
standalone DVD/VHS player, printer capabilities, etc.),
Fall 2014:
▫ PD for teaching CC technology skills with a single classroom computer, projector &
document camera.
Summer & Fall 2014, & Winter 2014-15:
▫ 1st phase of wireless network install (AP installed in every other classroom),
Winter 2015 & Spring 2015:
▫ 1st phase deployment of mobile labs on carts (one mobile lab of 35 computers per
site),
▫ PD for teaching CC technology skills with both a fixed and mobile computer lab,
Summer & Fall 2015:
▫ 2nd phase deployment of mobile labs on carts (second mobile lab of 35 computers per
site),
▫ PD for teaching CC technology skills with a pod of computers and a single classroom
computer, projector & document camera.
▫ PD for teaching CC technology skills with both fixed and mobile computer labs,
Winter 2016 & Spring 2016:
▫ 3rd phase deployment of mobile labs on carts (third mobile lab of 35 computers to
sites as needed),
▫ PD for teaching CC technology skills with a pod of computers and a single classroom
computer, projector & document camera,
▫ PD for teaching CC technology skills with both a fixed and mobile computer labs
Fall 2015 and Spring 2016:
▫ 2nd phase of wireless network install (increase AP density as demands require).
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I. School Sites Current Technology Status
The current technology supporting LUSD consists of three main parts:
Networks
Computers
Computer accessories
We have heard it said, “The
functional capability of the
whole is only as good as its
parts.” Our goal is to help
administration, teachers,
students, parents and
community members
understand the importance for
each part to be fully functioning
and properly developed for
long term use. When this is achieved, the use of technology in education becomes a seamless
extension of what we do every day. This is the spirit of what technology embedded in Common
Core was intended to look like.

Networks
We are fortunate to have
dedicated COMCAST dark fiber
optics lines that network every
school site together into one
large network called a Wide
Area Network (WAN) which
covers a significant
geographical area (Figures 1 &
2). Fiber optics has several
advantages over copper wires
used in the past including:
Greater security,
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Less interference, and
Significantly faster
speeds, which
translates into greater
data carrying capacity.
Fiber optics networks also
require transmitting and
receiving equipment to
operate, plus servers, routers
and associated accessories,
which if antiquated, can
bottleneck signals when
network traffic swells during
user height of a typical school
day. Current maximum speed
for the LUSD network is shown in Figures 2 & 3 along with a future maximum network speed goal
of 10 Gbps. However, the cost of network equipment to meet these goals is not insignificant, and is
currently funded at what sometimes seems a trickling pace by the E-Rate program.
As shown in Figures 2 & 3 our network also consists of several Local Area Networks (LANs). Each
school site has a LAN which is an extension of the WAN. All the LANs in our district are arranged in
a STAR topology with a fiber optics building to server backbone as shown in Figure 3. The backbone
handles traffic from school site
buildings and each building
handles computer data from
several classrooms (Figures 3 &
4). Interior building cabling
consists of twisted copper wire
which has a lower maximum
data transfer speed of only
1/10 of the building to server
fiber optics backbone, but is
still adequate for a wireless
access point to plug in and
provide several classrooms
Internet access for 25 to 40
wireless devices.
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Internet vs. Intranet
Creating, saving and accessing files using Microsoft Office or other peer to peer exchange programs
such as email to colleagues, moves data packets across the LUSD networks only (i.e., WAN & LANs).
Because data travels only on the LUSD network and not outside, these networks may sometimes be
referred to as the “intranet”. Whereas, the “Internet”, is a global network that allows access to the
World Wide Web (WWW) outside of the district network, and maximum access speed for the
Internet is much less than the district WAN and LANs (about 1/7 the speed). The current maximum
Internet speed provided to LUSD by COMCAST is 140 Mbps, and the future goal is to achieve 250
Mbps according to the
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/wordpress/wpLUSD district technology
content/uploads/2011/12/Tech_Framework_Device_R
plan. However, an
equirements_11-1-13.pdf
Internet speed of only 1
Mbps can handle Smarter
Balanced Assessment
Consortium (SBAC) testing
of up to 100 students
simultaneously according
to documentation on the
SBAC website. Since
LUSD’s current Internet
speed is 140 Mbps,
theoretically it can handle
140 x 100 students, which
equals 14,000 students
simultaneously testing. However, in reality 140 Mbps is a best case scenario and not constant. Plus
there are others accessing the Internet during testing, including district support staff, teachers,
other students, as well as system operations, which also uses bandwidth. Additionally, network
equipment such as routers, servers, and switches can slow network speed depending on
equipment capabilities and age. Therefore, the number for simultaneous testing will be
significantly less than that calculated above. Because of this, SBAC has developed an online
diagnostics tool so school districts can determine if their networks, based on a peak testing
scenario and high intranet and Internet use by others, are capable of handling the traffic loads.

Future bandwidth needs
It is doubtful that LUSD will ever have half of the 14,000 users simultaneously accessing the
Internet. As discussed above, currently LUSD networks (i.e. WAN & LANs) have more than adequate
bandwidth to handle data transfer loads required for this year’s (i.e., 2014 SBAC) field test, but will
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it have enough to handle future needs? The implementation of Common Core technology
mandates that schools move closer to a 1:1 computer to student ratio, plus increased video
streaming activities by teachers and students, will place significant demands on the district
networks. Forthcoming changes and demands that will further necessitate increased bandwidth are
as follows:
Addition of more computer labs to facilitate a more efficient testing experience for school
sites (mobile and/or fixed).
Added testing sessions for the 2015 and future California Assessment of Student
Performance and Progress (CAASPP).
Improved student to computer ratios for classroom implementation of technology as
required to fulfill CCSS.
Installation of new and enhancement of existing school site wireless networks necessary for
implementation of CCSS technology learning mandates.
The most immediate concern for LUSD is not bandwidth capabilities of the network (i.e.,
intranet/WAN & LAN); although, planning for increase to the projected 10 Gbps within the next 4
years is the districts goal. However, the most immediate network related issue is our current
Internet speed of 140 Mbps. Is bumping up the speed to 250 Mbps as outlined in the current
district technology plan enough?
In June 2013,
President Obama
announced the
ConnectED Initiative
with a current
Internet access goal
of 100 kbps per
student for each
school site, which
equates to about 150
Mbps for our largest
high school. Currently
all but one of our
campuses in the
district has Internet
speeds that exceed

http://www.educationsuperhighway.org/uploads/1/0/9/4/10946543/esh_k12_erate_spending_report_april_2014.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/education/k-12/connected
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the president’s goal, but the president’s five-year plan (now 4 years away) is 1 Mbps per student
per site.
Elementary Schools with enrollment numbers up to 700 would require 700 Mbps Internet
speed,
Middle schools >800 Mbps,
High schools 1.5 Gbps.
Our current WAN & LANs speed does not meet the future speed standard, yet alone our future
plans of 250 Mbps for Internet service. The districts technology plan of eventually achieving 250
Mbps Internet service is only 1/6 the speed of the president’s ConnectED initiative goals for our
high schools. This is a critical issue that needs to be addressed to make preparations for a robust
wireless network, which is mission critical for implementing technology as required by CCSS.
(In response to these issues, per personal communication with the Director and Coordinator of
ITS, LUSD is now prepared to increase the Internet speed 4 x the current speed to 500 Mbps this
summer (2014), and is planning to achieve 1 Gbps within 4 years for all schools.)

Wireless network
The use of laptop mobile computers, and in the past 4 years, handheld mobile devices, has
exploded. They provide easy access to Internet surfing, email, and social networks. Educators have
developed a plethora of lessons for student access on the Internet that support technology use as
described in the CCSS. To support mobile computing and internet research using mobile devices a
wireless network is mission critical. Currently only 7 of 15 school sites within LUSD have some level
of a wireless network, and only 4 of the 7 with wireless support 100% coverage (see Table 1). The
districts plans are to provide wireless to all 15 campuses beginning work this summer (2014), per
personal conversation with both the Director of ITS and Coordinator of ITS.
A wireless network implementation plan should be developed. The following should be kept in
mind while planning and installing wireless networks on all 15 of the district campuses:
Consider conducting pilot tests on two or three elementary and secondary school sites.
Work out bugs then begin large-scale implementation phases when security and sign-on
issues have been resolved
(The district ITS team has completed this step).
Access Points (APs) (i.e. the part of wireless equipment which receives and sends signals to
mobile computers and other devices) should not be installed on exterior walls. This cuts the
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effectiveness of the AP in half unless equipped with directional antennae that will match or
exceed coverage area of one centrally mounted in the classroom.

Consider phasing in the wireless network so it keeps pace with ramping up of mobile
computer/device numbers. This helps eliminate overkill of AP density and hence manage
overspending on equipment that won’t be fully utilized for several years. It also helps to test
and monitor the real bandwidth and AP number needed for each building. Initially install a
single AP in the center of every other room in a staggered fashion. Then fill in subsequent
APs in room centers void spaces as wireless demands increase.

Computers
A rough computer status survey was conducted as part of this team’s task to determine the current
technology needs of the 15 LUSD. The results are shown in Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3
These tables show the number of student computers and condition (New, Mid-Life, or Old as Dirt).
They also show the ratio of students to computer for each site for three different scenarios:
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Table 2.1 – Student Computer Status by School Site: Does not include the computer lab
systems in the overall “Student Computer Counts” and student to computer ratio
calculations.
Table 2.2 – Student Computer Status by School Site + Lab Computers: Includes the
computer lab systems in the overall “Student Computer Counts,” and students to computer
ratio calculations. In this best case scenario two school sites have student to computer
ratios of 3:1. However, this includes a significant number of antiquated computers, 38 for
Hapgood Elementary and 137 for Vandenberg Middle. Cabrillo High School has the lowest
verifiable computer density of 7:1.
Table 2.3 - Student Computer Status by School Site + Lab Computers - Old as Dirt
Computers: Includes computer lab systems in overall “Student Computer Counts,” and
ratio calculations, but does not include older computers in formulating student to computer
ratios. This is the most accurate picture of computer density for student. Three campuses
have a computer density ratio of 4:1. Campuses with the worst case computer to student
density ratios are Miguelito 29:1 and Crestview at 16:1.
The remaining tables show computer counts and status of labs, teachers, office staff and classroom
computer accessories for each school site:
Table 3 shows the “Computer Lab Status” (numbers and condition):
Table 4 shows the “Teacher Computer Status,” (numbers and condition and ratio of
teachers to computers).
Table 5 shows the “Office Computer Status,” (numbers and condition).
Table 6 shows condition and number of projectors, document cameras, and interactive
boards for each school site.
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Computer accessories
To enlarge the effectiveness of one or two computers within a classroom, money is well spent by
purchasing a projector, document camera and a standalone VCR/DVD combination player and
speakers. These accessories along with a solid computer with broadband Internet access can
accomplish several of the CCSS as shown in Volumes I & II. Table 6 shows the current status of
these accessories for each school site along with the equipment condition.
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II. Student Progress Monitoring & LMS
Implementation of the Common Core State Standards raises a number of technology management
issues that necessitate several decisions be considered in preparation. They are as follows:
Decide on the importance of and how to handle formative assessments.
Consider the district’s needs and logistics of deploying a Learning Management System
(LMS).
Determine how to streamline the summative assessment experience for school sites (i.e.,
the CAASPP process).

Formative assessments
Accurate and rapid feedback to teachers and students regarding learning and performance success
is critical to understanding if real progress is being made in achieving the CCSS. Fortunately,
technology tools have been developed by educators that provide students and teachers with realtime assessment feedback so immediate action can be taken to address learning gaps. LUSD has
not developed a coherent plan to fully harness this technology. Therefore, we recommend that a
search team be formed to find and develop a pilot test. This effort should be raised to the level of
“mission critical status”. Some criteria to consider in the search are as follows:
The program should be web based and easy to use by teachers and students in both
elementary and secondary settings.
It should allow for custom assessment development by teachers in an intuitive, flexible, and
easy to understand manner, and also provide test bank questions/problems/performance
tasks that correspond directly to specific grade level California CCSS that can be easily
searched and evaluated by teachers for inclusion into assessments.
The assessment tool should be capable of quantitatively assessing student essay writing
based on teacher and administrator developed rubrics for formative and benchmark
assessments.
The student interface should have a similar feel and look to the CAASPP.
It should be able to provide rapid real time feedback to students and report specific CCSS
learning gaps to teachers along with analysis t tables and graphs.
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It should integrate with our Student Information System (SIS) (specifically the gradebook),
and allow direct or close to seamless import of assessment results into the gradebook
without need for hand input or post import manipulation.
It should integrate with the Learning Management System (LMS) selected.

Learning Management System (LMS)
A number of obstacles have hampered teachers from embracing technology. One issue is
management of student files including easy access for student editing, teacher review and grading
from locations both on & off campus. Site networks helped some with this issue by ITS providing a
common drive to save work; however, teachers must remain on campus to review student work.
Also, many times students have difficulty finding and saving to the common drive.
We recommend the district search for a Learning Management System (LMS) or key components of
a LMS to address student file management challenges as well as other demands which
implementation of CCSS will generate. Things to consider in choosing a LMS based on CCSS
directives:
The LMS should have a web based, user-friendly file management interface that is easy for
both teachers and students to upload and retrieve files.
The LMS should have adequate cloud based file storage space for documents and
presentations with embedded multimedia.
It should have teacher portal where assignments, help aids, notes, calendars and access to
resource files including teacher-developed videos can be posted for home based learning
when students are absent.
The system should provide a safe method for student peer to peer, group, and student to
teacher collaboration.
The LMS should seamlessly integrate with the formative assessment program described
above, so students can easily access practice and learning assessments.

Learning Management System evaluation
Preliminary research was conducted to determine which LMSs should be considered by LUSD. The
following are the results of our research conducted by our team:
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1. Blackboard – has the greatest market share of all the LMSs available, but may be somewhat
costly and complex with several features that LUSD will not utilize at this stage.
http://www.blackboard.com/

2. Moodle – has the second greatest market share and is provided by Santa Barbara County
Education Office (SBCEO). Open source free program. https://moodle.org/
3. Canvas by Instructure – has several good reviews http://www.instructure.com/k-12
4. EDU2.0 –Is currently used at Santa Barbara Unified https://www.edu20.org/
5. Edmodo – Known for collaboration features https://www.edmodo.com/about
We recommend that perhaps a hybrid of a few programs be evaluated & examined in more detail prior to
making a commitment: 1) Moodle or Edmodo for the collaboration and possible file management
components, or 2) Dropbox or similar web based file management system; 3) OARS or DataWise to provide
a formative assessment development tool that works with Zangle/Q grade book. Initial use should be limited
to a pilot test on one LUSD campus to test strengths and weakness and best fit combination

(See research links: http://www.ttt.vmsteacher.org/Webpage/8-LMS-SIS/LMS-SIS-Evaluation.htm)

Technology challenges for CAASPP
The 2014 SBAC field test revealed a highly competent LUSD ITS team who imaged and deployed
several hundred computers and assembled several fixed computer labs to prepare 15 campuses for
the first computerized standardized test experience. Administrators and instructional coaches
strategized, planned and trained numerous test coordinators, administrators and proctors with
skills and information that had to trickle down to several thousand students.

One of the biggest challenges was faced by test coordinators responsible for developing a
coordinated testing schedule. Middle schools may have had the biggest challenge due to high
student numbers (834 for VMS), finite number of computer labs and complex class schedules. Test
coordinators we interviewed expressed the need for more computer labs to allow for a more
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efficient testing experience. Table 7 shows a typical elementary, middle and high school testing for
the 2014 SBAC field test. In all three scenarios the testing calendar duration was more than a
month (but included a 6 day spring break and scheduled test engine downtimes), which needs to
be cut in half or ideally confined to two weeks or less with a possible third week for make-ups (The
testing calendar durations shown in Table 7 do not include make-up test days).The following are
our recommendations regarding preparation for 2015 CAASSP:
ITS needs to become comfortable with the use of mobile wireless computers so that several
mobile computer labs on carts can be set-up and utilized during CAASSP.

The middle schools should have a minimum of six computer labs dedicated for testing,
which should consist of a combination of fixed and mobile computer labs (see Table 8).
The elementary and high schools should have a minimum of three and four dedicated
computer labs, respectively. Again the labs should include both fixed and mobile labs that
access the Internet via a robust wireless network (see Table 8).
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III. Technology Infrastructure & Support Needs
Implementation of the Common Core State Standards raises a number of technology management
issues that necessitate several decisions be considered in preparation for each stage. Decision
makers need to insure that equipment procurement is not conducted prior to installation of
necessary infrastructures to support end products (i.e., computers). The Director of ITS will need to
develop a strategic plan to insure this. Below are items to consider while planning and calendaring
technology milestones.

Minimum classroom technology
We recommend that in the early stages of technology build-up first priority be given to equip every
classroom with a minimum level of technology by end of 2014 summer break.
The minimum technology that should be present in every classroom is as follows:
▫ A strong robust computer (secondary classrooms may require one classroom and one
teacher computer)
▫ Projector to project computer image so entire class can easily see and participate
▫ Document camera
▫ A stand-alone VHS/DVD player (friendly enough for a substitute to use)
▫ Audio speakers
▫ Easy print access (with individual printers for elementary classrooms, and networked
building printers for secondary schools)
Campus single point bulk print access (used for print jobs larger than 10 pages)
We recommend eventually every classroom be phased in to support Wi-Fi for 1:1
broadband Internet access in four years, or less, as expressed by President Obama for his
ConnectED initiative.
We recommend that teachers have at a minimum weekly access to a computer lab or
mobile computer cart lab allowing 1:1 access at times for an entire week once a month for
development of presentations.
We recommend that Intervention programs and electives, where appropriate, have
dedicated computers, even 1:1, when needed, to support their specialized program goals.

Computer/mobile device needs
The California Common Core State Standards (CCSS) dictate that 4 th, 5th, and 6th grade students
develop strong word processing skills (see Grade 6-W6, “…to type a minimum of 3 pages in a single
sitting.”Volume I, Appendix A). This drives the need for students to primarily use systems equipped
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with keyboards as opposed to tablets. We believe tablets might be better suited for K-2, some
middle & high school electives and research, reading or analysis situations. However, the CCSS
indicate that secondary students will have increased writing and presentation development
demands and familiarity with MS Office suite or Google Docs will be vital for these students for skill
maintenance and further development of strong key boarding are of paramount importance for
college and career readiness.
We recommend that the district begin planning and researching security and safety measures for
students to bring their own mobile devices (including Smart phones) and log onto the school
network. Teachers and students need to develop discipline, knowledge and skills to responsibly
harness the power of these tools, which are significantly influencing students’ lives. It would be
best to pilot test this perhaps at a High school (maybe a small high school), work through the bugs
then strategically phase expansion to other campuses.

Computer management inventory
One of greatest challenges for LUSD is managing the large number of computers and associated
accessories necessary to support more than 9,000 students and 1000 plus teachers and support
staff. It is recommended that a sound “Technology Inventory” be developed which includes a
database of computers/tablets, projectors, document cameras, VCR/DVD players, interactive
boards and printers. This will significantly reduce technology costs, pre-mature equipment turnover, and will help expedite maintenance operations.
In today’s mobile environment, we recommend that equipment be assigned to a teacher not a
classroom. They are then responsible for taking care of the computer(s) including putting requests
for maintenance on the Help Desk.
The computer inventory should include the following information:
Computer make
Model
Year manufactured
Service tag #
Amount of memory installed
Installed operating system (OS), when imaged, and whether 32 or 64 bit.
Computer assignment (I.e., person using system and responsible for seeing maintenance is
conducted when needed).
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In addition, computer accessories (projectors, printers, document cameras, etc.) should include the
following:
Make
Model
Year manufactured
Projectors should also include:
Advertised lumens (for projectors)
Advertised bulb life (hours, normal mode; hours, economy mode)
OEM bulb model #
OEM bulb cost
Noted if projector is mounted and has managed cabling and power, connection types.
Printers should also include:
OEM Print toner #
OEM Print toner cost
Printers should also be inventoried, and whenever possible networked to reduce operating costs
and toner purchases. Secondary school sites should try to share a networked printer located in a
common area accessed by two or more rooms. Elementary sites should try and have classrooms on
one side of a building share a networked printer housed in a central classroom for each side of a
building. Use of color printers should be minimized and housed in a common area such as a
printing room.
A computer and accessory replacement plan should be developed by the Director of Technology as
part of the inventory. At a computers mid-life (say 4 or 5 years old) it should have the memory
upgraded and if necessary be reimaged with the latest suitable operating system (OS). This will
generally double the life of most computers and is pennies on the dollar for the overall technology
costs.

Infrastructure needs and preparations
There are three primary models by which teachers will provide instruction using technology. The
infrastructure needs and preparations are as follows:
1. The infrastructure needs for a classroom with the minimum level of technology are as follows:
Internet access for classroom laptop and teacher desktop
Projector mounting and cabling and management that is esthetically pleasing for safe
classroom motion
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Ample number of power outlets to prevent use of extension cords and overloading of
individual power circuit
Networked printer strategically placed (ideally one black + one color per building at
secondary schools, and one black in every elementary classroom)
Multimedia cart with cable management & access to power supply
All Audio/Video & technology related cabling will be managed in an aesthetically pleasing
manner for safe, efficient classroom movement and easy maintenance
All classrooms will have suitable desks and chairs to facilitate organized and ergonomically
appropriate classroom activity engaged with technology
2. The infrastructure needs for a pod (5 to 8 systems) of student computers should have
everything identified above and should also include the following:
Internet access via Ethernet or wireless to all computer systems
Possible unique power supply if systems are desktop computers
Possible small mobile computer cart which can hold 5 to 10 laptops/tablets with access to
power supply.
3. Dedicated fixed labs and mobile labs have different needs, everything identified above will
apply, but mobile carts of computers will also need the following:
All classrooms should be equipped for 1:1 wireless access within the next 3 years or earlier.
Lockable computer cart(s) w/ access to power supply.
All mobile computers/devices and cart slots need to be neatly labeled with a professionally
looking labeler. Students should be assigned a specific computer to use so they monitor any
damage to the computer from other users.
All computers/devices need to be neatly placed back on the cart every day prior to leaving
for the day.

Student home computer/Internet access
Central Unified School District near Fresno, California identified that nearly 35% to 40% of their
students were without a computer and Internet at home. Superintendent Michael Berg says.
“Instead of talking about the achievement gap, we talk about an experience gap—what that means
is our kids aren’t going to be on a level learning playing field if they don’t have access to the same
world experiences as more affluent families do,”
As stated above, we believe that student access to Internet ready computer from home is a mission
critical issue that needs addressing to provide equal opportunity for all students to master the
technology skills for college and career readiness. We recommend the following steps to determine
student needs and address this issue:
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Assess by survey what percentages of students are without a home computer, and or
Internet access.
Begin discussions with community leaders to discuss alternatives for helping provide
computers and Internet service to homes of students without.
Develop a strategic plan along with key community members to address issue.
Community volunteers provide training for families and students receiving computers and
Internet service for safe Internet use practices.

Professional development
It is recommended that LUSD develop a strategic professional development (PD) plan for
integration of technology in classroom teaching and be co-lead by the Education Services Assistant
Superintendent and Director of ITS. Professional development often is forgotten after the novelty
of a new program has worn off. Teachers cite lack of adequate training as one of the key reasons
for not using technology. Hence, we recommend the following actions be taken to insure teacher
technology PD is raised to the level of “mission critical priority”:
The Director of ITS should maintain an on-going technology PD schedule with refresher
classes that staff revolves through annually.
PD 360 should be utilized for self-directed training as an option if faculty and staff miss
scheduled group training sessions.
Trainings should include a feedback assessment with immediate results, and then require a
repeat training using PD 360 and possible one on one coaching to help cover trouble spots
until acceptable progress is achieved.
The following are examples of suggested trainings that staff could go through:
1. Introduction to Technology:
This would cover training on use of “Classroom Minimum Technology” (desktop & laptop
computer set-up and cable attachment to projector and speaker cables + Internet and
power supply, use of document camera, printing to secure print and network printers),
Also cover use of Zangle/Q and future learning management system (LMS), Outlook (for
email and scheduling appointments on calendar),
Plus train on minimum classroom tech operation procedures and preparing technology use
for a substitute.
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2. Introduction to Equipment and CCSS Lesson Delivery Using:
One computer, projector & document camera (K-2, 3-5, Secondary),
Pod of computers, + projector & document camera (K-2, 3-5, Secondary),
1:1 student to computer ratio, + projector (lab and carts; K-2, 3-5, Secondary),
Cover use of LMS, how to check grades and missing work status.
3. Phase 2 of Technology Equipment and CCSS Lesson Delivery Using:
One computer, + interactive touch boards (K-2, 3-5, Secondary),
Pod of computers, + projector & document camera (K-2, 3-5, Secondary),
1:1 student to computer ratio, + projector (mobile labs & carts; K-2, 3-5, Secondary),
Cover student collaboration using LMS, formatting in MS Word/Google Docs, Excel
spreadsheets, plus data table, chart and graph development.
4. Advanced Training for CCSS Lesson Delivery Using:
1:1 student to computer ratio (mobile labs and carts; K-2, 3-5, Secondary),
Cover LMS formative assessment development and results analysis, presentation
development, student work publication online/webpage development.
The district needs to follow-up with refresher trainings of all the above on an annual basis in group
settings and via PD 360.

IV. Sequence and Timing of Technology Rollout
Administration is tasked with planning the sequence for technology improvements and build-up to
support implementation of CCSS in a strategic manner. Table 9 shows our suggestions for a roll-out
sequence to consider. It is our understanding that administration has decided to focus on the
buildup of the wireless infrastructure first to support deployment of mobile computer systems. In
the plan outlined below we recommend that the wireless network installation process be divided
into two phases:
Phase I - Install a wireless network at all campuses but space Access Points (APs), one in every
other classroom while wireless demands are low and gradually ramping up.
Phase II - Then install additional APs in void spaces as demands arise when additional wireless
devices are deployed. This two phase rollout will help insure a more cost effective wireless network
installation and avoid AP density overkill.
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Rollout of classroom minimum tech equipment
We recommend that deployment of classroom minimum tech equipment discussed earlier and
listed above in Table 9, at least be given equal priority to the wireless installation effort. Volumes I
and II of this scope & Sequence show that several technology skills can be introduced and practiced
with one computer (or a pod of computers), a projector and document camera. This being said, it is
recommended that technology build-up to meet Common Core requirements start by equipping all
classroom teachers with the minimum level of tech equipment so all teachers can immediately
begin introducing Common Core technology skills to students in the fall of 2014. This effort can be
supplemented with 1:1 computer lab time to increase exposure and reinforce skills for movement
toward mastery. The rollout of subsequent phases of mobile labs, as shown in Table 9, will allow
for increased frequency of student computer time and help facilitate a natural build-up of skills that
put students on the path to mastery.
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Final comments
It is better to start out with a small but equitable amount of equipment for all teachers along with
PD on how to use the tools. This allows teachers to begin experiencing some level of success
starting this new venture of technology threaded standards. It is expected that teachers
comfortable with technology will venture out front early and hopefully inspire other teachers with
their success and heightened student engagement. The word should spread fast and expectantly
natural tech leaders will pause to support those colleagues needing additional help embracing
technology, so they too may experience success threading throughout the new curriculum.
Our goal since the beginning is to provide teachers and administrators with tools to help facilitate
implementation of technology with the CCSS. To meet this goal we provided the California CCSS in
three different formats in Volumes I & II in order to meet the diverse needs and manners by which
individuals most naturally connect with the technology standards and then transfer those skills to
their students. Currently, two formats are provided in fairly streamlined layouts. The third (Stair
Step format) still needs some work.
The formats for the Scope and Sequence of Common Core Technology Skills are as follows:
1. Technology standards presented in digital literacy categories (such as basic operations,
word processing, etc.)
2. Highlighted technology standards in California Common Core State Standards for English
Language Arts & Literacy in History, Science & Technical Subjects
3. Highlighted technology standards in “Stair Step format” of California Common Core State
Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in History, Science & Technical Subjects.
These three formats are provided in each of the two volumes:
Volume I:

Scope & Sequence of Calif. Common Core Tech. Skills (Grades K-5)

Volume II:

Scope & Sequence of Calif. Common Core Tech. Skills (Grades 6-12).
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Resources:
For listing of all key resource links go to www.ttt.vmsteacher.org and click on Common Core
Technology Links.
California’s Common Core Kindergarten through Grades 11-12 Step-Ladder Versions. (2013,
January 1). . Retrieved May 14, 2014, from
http://www.talkingteaching.org/docs/CC_ELA_Step_Ladder_Download_030513bs.pdf
Fresno County Office of Education. (2012). Recommended Digital Literacy & Technology Skills to
Support the California Common Core State Standards . . Retrieved April 30, 2014, from
http://commoncore.fcoe.org/sites/commoncore.fcoe.org/files/resources/FCOE_TechSkills_Fl
owchart_2012.pdf
Learning Management System (LMS) & Student Information System (SIS) Evaluation. Retrieved May
9, 2014, from http://www.ttt.vmsteacher.org/Webpage/8-LMS-SIS/LMS-SIS-Evaluation.htm
Long Beach Unified School District (n.d.). Common Core State Standards k-12 Technology Skills
Scope and Sequence. . Retrieved April 30, 2014, from
http://www.lbschools.net/Main_Offices/Curriculum/Areas/Technology/docs/Common_Core/
CCSS%20K-12%20Technology%20Scope%20and%20Sequence.pdf
Rhemrev, E. (2010, March 21) 50s Tech Sketches. The Comics Lab – PencilJack Forum. Retrieved
May 14, 2014, from http://www.penciljack.com/forum/showthread.php?102240-50s-Techsketches. See also Edwin Rhemrev’s website: www.Rhemrev.com
Rimes, B. (2012, January 11). Visually Exploring the Common Core Standards. The Tech Savvy
Educator RSS. Retrieved May 14, 2014, from http://www.techsavvyed.net/archives/2156
Smarter Balance Assessment Consortium. (2013, November 1). The Smarter Balanced Technology
Strategy Framework and Testing Device Requirements. . Retrieved April 30, 2014, from
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/wordpress/wpcontent/uploads/2011/12/Tech_Framework_Device_Requirements_11-1-13.pdf
Superhighway. (2014, April). Connecting America's Students: Opportunities for Action. . Retrieved
April 30, 2014, from
http://www.educationsuperhighway.org/uploads/1/0/9/4/10946543/esh_k12_erate_spending_report_april_2014.pdf
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The Whitehouse. (2014). ConnectED Initiative. The White House. Retrieved April 30, 2014, from
http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/education/k-12/connected#commitments
Zalaznick, M. (2013, December). How schools are managing the move to mobile. District
Administration Magazine. Retrieved April 30, 2014, from
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School Site Technology Status Survey Sheets as of February 7, 2014
Lompoc Unified School District – by Technology Think Tank (TTT)

For Scope & Sequence of California Common Core Technology Skills

Elementary Schools
Buena Vista Elementary
Clarence Ruth Elementary
Crestview Elementary
Fillmore Elementary
Hapgood Elementary
La Canada Elementary
La Honda Elementary
Los Berros Elementary
Miguelito Elementary

Middle Schools
Lompoc Valley Middle School
Vandenberg Middle School

High Schools
Cabrillo High School
Lompoc High School
Maple High School

Independent Study
Mission Valley School
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School Site Technology Inventory
Total

Item

Quantity

School: Buena Vista

Technology Survey Contact: Lori Kee

Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Daily

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
* Not usable

Active classrooms:

26

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

25

2

11

12

25

14

2

8

4

12

1

78

1

34

43

67

3

6

6

LCD/DLP projectors:

15

1

SMART Boards:

1

Document camaras:

14

1

Student computers:
Desktops:

4

4

Laptops:
I-Pads:

6

Other:
9

5

14

1

1
2

7

5

1
13

1

Student response clickers:
Computer labs:
Lab No. 1:

46

46

45

1

Lab No. 2:
Lab No. 3:
Lab No. 4:

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Office & Admin Technology Inventory

School: Buena Vista

Technology Survey Contact: Lori Kee

Condition
Quantity of each

Item

Desktops

Office staff computer(s):

2

Administrator's computer(s):

1

Laptops

I-Pads

(please indicate quantity for each)

Other

like new

mid-life

1

old as dirt

daily

2

2

2

1

Frequency of Use
(please indicate quantity for each)
2x/week 1x/week
1x/2 wks 1x/mo or less

1

Counselor's computer(s):
Kitchen computer(s):

1

1

1

Custodian computer(s):

1

1

1

Nurses' computer(s):

1

1

1

Textbook rm computer(s):
Atheletic dept. computer(s):
Librarian's computer(s):

1

1

Library computers (for book
research and checkout):

3

1

Library student computers:

3

1
1
3

1

3
3

Please write in amount of each item used by the office, kitchen, custodians & administration.
Please return to: ____________________________________

Home
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School: ___Clarence Ruth__

Technology Survey Contact: __Tonya Johnson_

(13 Classrooms completed)
Total

Item

Quantity

Active classrooms:

29

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

3
14

Condition (tally quantity for each)
New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Daily

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

3
3

8

2

14

41

16

24

41

NEO's

25

25

LCD/DLP projectors:

12

12

13

13

35

35

Student computers:
Desktops:
Laptops:
I-Pads:

SMART Boards:
Document camaras:
Student response clickers:
Computer labs:
Lab No. 1:

35

Lab No. 2:
Lab No. 3:
Lab No. 4:

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Survey Contact: ___Tonya Johnson__

School: __Clarence Ruth___

Condition
Quantity of each

Item

Desktops

Laptops

I-Pads

(please indicate quantity for each)

Other

new

mid-life

old as dirt

daily

3

1

x

Office staff computer(s):

4

Administrator's computer(s):

1

Counselor's computer(s):

1

x

x

Kitchen computer(s):

2

x

x

Custodian computer(s):

1

x

x

Nurses' computer(s):

1

x

Frequency of Use
(please indicate quantity for each)
2x/week
1x/week
1x/2 wks 1x/mo or less

x

x

x

Textbook rm computer(s):
Atheletic dept. computer(s):
Librarian's computer(s):

1

x

Library computers (for book
research and checkout):

3

1

2

Library student computers:

Please write in amount of each item used by the office, kitchen, custodians & administration.
Please return to: ____________________________________

Home
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School Site Technology Inventory
Total

Item

Quantity

Active classrooms:

30

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

16

School: ___Crestview___

Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Technology Survey Contact: ___Scott Wilson__

Daily

16

yes

8

2

5

1

yes

Desktops:

127

9

29

89

yes

Laptops:

0

I-Pads:

0

Other:

0
29

yes

3

yes

29

yes

32

yes

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

Student computers:

LCD/DLP projectors:

29

SMART Boards:

4

Document camaras:

29

Student response clickers:

0

1

Computer labs:
Lab No. 1:

32

Lab No. 2:
Lab No. 3:
Lab No. 4:

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Survey Contact: __Blossom/Wilson_______

School: ____Crestview_________

Condition
Quantity of each

Item

Desktops

Laptops

I-Pads

(please indicate quantity for each)

Other

like new

mid-life

old as dirt

daily

Office staff computer(s):

3

3

2

Administrator's computer(s):

1

1

1

Kitchen computer(s):

1

1

Custodian computer(s):

1

1

Nurses' computer(s):

1

1

Textbook rm computer(s):

2

1

Frequency of Use
(please indicate quantity for each)
2x/week 1x/week 1x/2 wks 1x/mo or less

Counselor's computer(s):

1

1

2

Atheletic dept. computer(s):
Librarian's computer(s):

1

Library computers (for book
research and checkout):

4

Library student computers:

4

1

1
4

4

4
4

Please write in amount of each item used by the office, kitchen, custodians & administration.
Please return to: ____________________________________

Home
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Total

Item

Quantity

School: __Hapgood_______

Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Technology Survey Contact: __Cenaida Garcia__

Daily

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

Active classrooms:
Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

17

2

4

1

6

2

16

3

4

Student computers:
Desktops:

93

56

37

79

Laptops:

7

5

1

5

7

4

14

4

5

5

I-Pads:
Other:
LCD/DLP projectors:

18

SMART Boards:

2

Document camaras:

18

7

2
7

7

2

2
4

14

2

Student response clickers:
Computer labs:
Lab No. 1:

35

35

35

Lab No. 2:
Lab No. 3:
Lab No. 4:

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Total

Item

Quantity

School: La Canada

Technology Survey Contact: Jamie Burns

Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Daily

Active classrooms:

29

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

20

1

12

7

20

* 10

2

4

3

10

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
* Not usable

* (Includes Kitchen & Nurse)

Student computers:
Desktops:

61

13

48

53

Laptops:

4

1

3

4

LCD/DLP projectors:

21

16

2

18

SMART Boards:

1

Document camaras:

25

Student response clickers:

0

3

5 not working

I-Pads:
Other:
3 broken

1
25

25

32

32 ???

2

3

Computer labs:
Lab No. 1:

32

Library

Lab No. 2:

3

Resource

Lab No. 3:

3

3

3

Speech

Lab No. 4:
(Teacher)

1

1

1

1

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Total

Item

Quantity

Active classrooms:

19

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

18

Student computers:

43

School: _La Honda______

Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

1

7

Desktops:

37

Laptops:

6

I-Pads:

0

Other:

0

8

Technology Survey Contact: __Judie Denton or Kathy McLaren___

Daily

14

3

X

4

3

X

13

16

X

2

4

X

LCD/DLP projectors:

18

SMART Boards:

1

Document camaras:

17

Student response clickers:

40

X

Lab No. 1:

34

X

Library

2

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

X
X

unable to use because the IT dept will not install the driver and let the driver be
updated?

X
unable to use because the IT dept will not install the driver and let the driver be
updated?

Computer labs:
Room 11

X

X
X

X

Lab No. 3:
Lab No. 4:

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Total

Item

Quantity

Active classrooms:
(including computer Lab)

School: __Los Berros__

Technology Survey Contact: ___Grace Geer-Olson__

Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Daily

23

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

23

23

23

Student computers:

54

54

54

Desktops:

47

47

47

Laptops:

5

5

5

I-Pads:
Other:
(Mac/Apple)

2

2

2

LCD/DLP projectors:

13

13

13

SMART Boards:

8

8

8

Document camaras:

15

15

14

35

35

35

(Special Ed
CTE)

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

1

Student response clickers:
Computer labs:
Lab No. 1:
Lab No. 2:
Lab No. 3:
Lab No. 4:

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Survey Contact: _Grace Geer-Olson_

School: __Los Berros__

Condition
Quantity of each

Item

Desktops

Office staff computer(s):

2

Administrator's computer(s):

1

Laptops

I-Pads

(please indicate quantity for each)

Other

like new

mid-life

1

old as dirt

daily

1

1

1

1

Counselors
bring own

Counselor's computer(s):
Kitchen computer(s):

1

1

1

Custodian computer(s):

1

1

1

Nurses' computer(s):

1

1

Textbook rm computer(s):

Frequency of Use
(please indicate quantity for each)
2x/week 1x/week 1x/2 wks 1x/mo or less

1

N/A

Atheletic dept. computer(s): N/A
Librarian's computer(s):

1

1

Library computers (for book
research and checkout):

2

1

Library student computers:

1
1

2

as above

Please write in amount of each item used by the office, kitchen, custodians & administration.
Please return to: ____________________________________

Home
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Total

Item

Quantity

Active classrooms:

27

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
Inventory Sheet

17

School: ___Miguelito___

Technology Survey Contact: __Tina Wall__

Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Daily

6

11

17

15

2

5

8

12

59

3

12

44

59

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

1

1

1

Student computers:
Desktops:
Administrator Laptops:

2

2

Administrator I-Pads:

1

1

2
1

Other:
LCD/DLP projectors (3 ordered):

24

SMART Boards: broken

1

Document camaras (3 ordered):

24

3

17

4

21

3

3

18

3

20

4

34 (8 yrs old)

34

Student response clickers:
Computer labs:
Lab No. 1:

34

1 Projector but doesn’t
work

Lab No. 2:
Lab No. 3:
Lab No. 4:

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Total

Item

School: ________________________
LVMS

Quantity

Active classrooms:

30

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

30

30

11

Technology Survey Contact:
Contact:
_____________________
Larry or Dino
Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

Daily

30
9

2

11

Student computers:
Desktops:

15

15

Laptops:

8

8

15
8

I-Pads:
Other:
35

30

4

4

Document camaras:

35

30

Student response clickers:

35

LCD/DLP projectors:
SMART Boards:

5

5
35

Computer labs:
Lab No. 1:

35

35

Lab No. 2:

32

32

Lab No. 3:

32

32

Lab No. 4:

28

28

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Total

Item

Quantity

School: ______VMS_______
Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Technology Survey Contact: ___Paul Coski__

Daily

Active classrooms:

39

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

61

16

33

12

59

19

5

13

1

30

62

1

33

28

46

LCD/DLP projectors:

34

12

16

6

34

SMART Boards:

20

8

12

18

Document camaras:

17

9

8

8

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

1

1

Student computers:
Desktops:

12

4

Laptops:
I-Pads:
Other:

2 - Not installed
5

4

Student response clickers:
Computer labs:
F-1

Lab No. 1:

34

34

34

T-3

Lab No. 2:

34

34

34

T-4

Lab No. 3:

34

34

4 -Mobile Labs M Labs 1-4:

114

34
114

14

35

23

42

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Office & Admin Technology Inventory

Survey Contact: __Paul Coski___

School: __VMS___

Condition
Quantity of each

Item

Desktops

Office staff computer(s):
Administrator's computer(s):
Counselor's computer(s):
Kitchen computer(s):
Custodian computer(s):
Nurses' computer(s):
Textbook rm computer(s):

Laptops

I-Pads

(please indicate quantity for each)

Other

like new

7

mid-life

5

2
2

2

3

2

old as dirt

daily

2

7

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

1

1

1

Frequency of Use
(please indicate quantity for each)
2x/week 1x/week
1x/2 wks 1x/mo or less

1

1

1

1

1

1

Atheletic dept. computer(s):
Librarian's computer(s):
Library computers (for book
research and checkout):

3

3

8

2

3
6

8

Library student computers:
28

2

16

6

8

Please write in amount of each item used by the office, kitchen, custodians & administration.
Please return to: ____________________________________

Home
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School Site Technology Inventory
Total

Item

Quantity

School:

Cabrillo High School

Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Technology Survey Contact: Sharon Coombs, ext. 2892

Daily

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

Active classrooms:

76

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

89

5

18

67

71

2

3

51

30

5

16

48

2

1

Desktops:

* 217

* 39

9

98

42

5

Laptops:

13

1

2

9

8

1

I-Pads:

6

3

3

3

MP3 Players Other:

12

12

LCD/DLP projectors:

43

12

SMART Boards:

3

2

Document camaras:

22

11

7

Student response clickers:

3

1

2

11

Student computers:

1

1

* 58

1

1

3

12
22

14

25

7

4

2

1
1

1
10

3

3

2

1

3

Computer labs:
B-7

Lab No. 1:

36

36

36

Lab No. 2:
Lab No. 3:
Lab No. 4:
* Includes 39 CTE computers which are being refurbished in Paul Graves classroom and 6 computers in Career Center
Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Office & Admin Technology Inventory

Survey Contact: Sharon Coombs

School: Cabrillo High School

Condition
Quantity of each

Item

Desktops

Office staff computer(s):

Laptops

I-Pads

(please indicate quantity for each)

Other

11

like new

mid-life

5

old as dirt

daily

1

5

9

1

2

3

Administrator's computer(s):

3

Counselor's computer(s):

5

5

5

Custodian computer(s):

1

1

1

Nurses' computer(s):

1

1

1

Textbook rm computer(s):

2

1

2

Atheletic dept. computer(s):

2

1

1

2

Librarian's computer(s):

2

1

Library computers (for book
research and checkout):

6

6

Library student computers:

17

16

1

1

2

Frequency of Use
(please indicate quantity for each)
2x/week 1x/week 1x/2 wks 1x/mo or less
1

1
1

1

Kitchen computer(s):

ROP

1

1

2
6

1

17
1

Please write in amount of each item used by the office, kitchen, custodians & administration.
Please return to: Sharon Coombs

Home
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School Site Technology Inventory
Total

Item

Quantity

School: __Lompoc HS______

Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

Technology Survey Contact: _Michael Flushman_

Daily

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

Active classrooms:
Teacher computers:
Office & administrator
computers:

88

7

50

30

86

1

37

2

16

19

32

1

Desktops:

193

49

106

44

154

23

Laptops:

20

2

14

4

17

I-Pads:

6

3

3

Other:

2

1

LCD/DLP projectors:

64

31

SMART Boards:

10

Document cameras:
Student response clickers:

1
4

Student computers:

4
1

1

30

3

51

3

4

3

7

51

31

17

2

24

8

4

4

Lab No. 1:
P1b

37

6

31

Lab No. 2:
ELA Lab

24

6

Lab No. 3:
Math Lab

25

Library

29

4

16
3

1

1
1

5

13
2

3

4

2

3

1

2

2

7
6

Computer labs:

2

12

1

37

18

24

25

25

15

29

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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School Site Technology Inventory
Total

Item

Quantity

Active classrooms:

8

Teacher computers:
Office & adiministrator
computers:

11

Student computers:

43

7

Desktops:

11

Laptops:

0

I-Pads:

0

Mac Minis:

15

LCD/DLP projectors:

9

SMART Boards:

0

Document camaras:

7

Student response clickers:

0

School: ___Maple HS____

Condition (tally quantity for each)
Like New
Mid-life
Old as dirt

1

Technology Survey Contact: ___Kim McCollum_

Daily

5

6

8

1

5

6

1

10

11

15

15

2

7

8

3

4

7

Frequency of Use (tally quantities for each)
2x/wk
1x/wk
1x/2 wks
1x/mo or less

1

1

Computer labs:
Lab No. 1:

17

7

10

17

Lab No. 2:
Lab No. 3:
Lab No. 4:

Please write in total amounts for each catagory.

Home
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Office & Admin Technology Inventory

Survey Contact: __Maple HS_

School: __Kim McCollum___

Condition
Quantity of each

Item

Desktops

Office staff computer(s):

Laptops

I-Pads

(please indicate quantity for each)

Other

like new

mid-life

3

Administrator's computer(s):

1

Counselor's computer(s):

1

Kitchen computer(s):

1

Custodian computer(s):

0

Nurses' computer(s):

1

Textbook rm computer(s):

0

Atheletic dept. computer(s):

0

Librarian's computer(s):

0

Library computers (for book
research and checkout):

0

Library student computers:

0

old as dirt

daily

3

3

1

Frequency of Use
(please indicate quantity for each)
2x/week 1x/week
1x/2 wks 1x/mo or less

1
1
1

1
1

1

1

Please write in amount of each item used by the office, kitchen, custodians & administration.
Please return to: ____________________________________

Home
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